
Overview 
As of version 2.0.0, this product now makes the same commands available over the Ethernet/WiFi/USB ports. 

As of version 3.0.1 commands have been modified to work with new Zentri WiFi module. 

 

Each channel has its own wrapper, as detailed below. 

Buffering: Input buffer is 160 bytes. Output buffer is 160 bytes. 

 

All replies begin with an echo of the command received.  The validation pin is not echoed. 

 

Ethernet TCP Port 
Intro 

This channel duplicates the functionality of the WiFi TCP Port (see below), but on an Ethernet connection.  The 

functionality between these ports is almost identical.  Note the configuration commands that start with “?W_” or 

“*W_” are unavailable if the WiFi module is not loaded. 

 

The Ethernet module’s DHCP and IP address settings can be changed using the manufacturer tool 

“WIZnet_Configuration_Tool.jar”, version 1.02. 

 

WiFi TCP Port 
Intro 

This channel is a TCP socket that iPhone/Android clients can use to control the device.  This port is exposed on 

displays that have WiFi, and Ethernet.  The functionality between the two connections is almost identical. 

TCP port 9107.  Idle timeout: 5000ms, after which port is closed. 

 

Wrapper 

Header: 2 byte validation pin 

Checksum: none 

Terminator: null 0x00. 

 

Example 

 
Byte 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 End 

Area Pin Cmd Data Term 

Identifier PinA PinB CmdA CmdB CmdC D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 Term 

Example 12 34 'S' 'P' ' ' 0x44 0x44       0x00 

 

Pin - Password to access this device.  If the pin doesn't match, then commands are ignored. 

Exception: Commands starting with ‘G’ will always respond. In WiFi/SoftAP (setup) mode the pin is ignored. 

Encoded in HEX.  i.e. 1234 = 0x0C 0x22. 

 PinA - Upper byte (MSB) of pin 12 (0x0C) 

 PinB - Lower byte (LSB) of pin 34 (0x22) 

Term - Terminating char, always 0x00. 

 

USB 
Intro 

This channel allows a utility running on a computer to set up the display for connection to a WiFi network.  It also 

includes diagnostic commands, and now exposes commands for direct computer control. 

Baudrate: 57600.  Timeout: 150ms to transmit a command.  This ignores trash chars. 

 

Wrapper 

Header: none. 

Checksum: none 

Terminator: carriage return, 0x0D. 



 

Notes 

USB is packet based, and as such does not have a "baud rate" limit.  However, these packets do break up the stream, 

possibly delaying messages.  See below for default FTDI settings.  These can be changed in the computer's control 

panel. 

 USB Transfer Sizes 

 Receive 4096 bytes (min 64) 

 Transmit 4096 bytes (min 64) 

 BM Options 

 Latency Timer 16ms (min 1) 

Since we do not transfer a lot of data, messages will be transferred 16ms after queing.  In general this should not be an 

issue for this application. 

 

Device (status) messages are also broadcast on this port.  Messages should only occur between commands, but may 

happen while the computer is waiting for a reply to a command. 

 

Example 

"?I_SSID\r" replies "?I_SSIDoffice\r". 

 

UDP Port 
Intro 

This channel allows our product to be discovered on the network. It works on both WiFi and Ethernet channels. 

UDP port 30303. 

 

Example 

Some networks do not allow broadcast UDP packets, so our app scans UDP ports individually. If a network blocks all 

UDP traffic then discovery will fail. 

 

Example 

Send the message “D” to get a reply in the following format: 

“P”     [Reply identity] 

“NetBiosName” 0x0D 0x0A  [Device/netbios name] 

“00-0B-DC-1D-BC-34” 0x0D 0x0A [The MAC address] 

“D4500”     [Product model] 

“r”     [separator] 

“200” 0x0D 0x0A   [Firmware version] 

 

 



RC= 

#define RC_SUCCESS 1 

#define RC_BADPASS 100 

#define RC_BADCMDA 101 

#define RC_BADCMDB 102 

#define RC_SYNTAX 103 

Operation Commands 
 

Intro 

These commands are used to run the product.  So far these commands are only used on the Ethernet/WiFi channels. 

 

Get Commands - 'G' 

 

GN - Current Number: returns the number currently being displayed. 

 Q: “GN ” 

 A: “GN 123456”  

 

GV - Version: returns the model and firmware revision for this device.  Pin is not required for this command. 

 Q: “GV ” 

 A: “GV D4500r102” 

  

GLS - List Signature: used to determine when the number list has changed. Returned value is a single binary byte.  

This cannot be distinguished from an error return code. 

 Q: “GLS” 

 A: “GLS” 0x34(binary) 

  

GLA - List: returns list of all numbers as CSV.  If no numbers in list, will reply with null string. 

 Q: “GLA” 

 A: “GLA1,2,30,123456” 

 

GO - Options: returns list of all options in binary format.  Caution: # of options may change with firmware version.  

Use "GV" to check the firmware version.  Important: to avoid sending "0x00" as an option, all options will be +1.  

Subtract 1 when receiving the options. 

 Q: “GO ” 

 A: “GO ” 0x02 0x2B 0x08 0x01 0x01 0x01 0x1F 

Current options: 

#define RolloverTime   0  //0-9 Seconds      

#define AutoDelTime   1  //0-42 Minutes 

#define IntChimeVol   2  //0-9 Volume 

#define IntChimeCyc   3  //0=off; 2=double chime 

#define ExtChimeTime  4  //Unused, 0.1s timer (0.0-9.9 range) 

#define BtnPolarity   5  //Unused; 0=normally open 

#define CTDebounce   6  //Unused; contact debounce setting 0-9, see code 

 

Return Codes 

These are ACK/NAK reply codes for Operation and  

SET commands. 

Responds:  

 

 

 

 

Return codes are a binary byte. If we get to do a version 2 of this protocol, I’d like to make these return values ASCII 

chars.  "RC_BADCMDB" is currently returned for bad CmdC bytes.  I’m considering consolidating CMDA, CMDB, 

and SYNTAX errors into just the SYNTAX response. 

 

Operation Commands - 'O' 

 

OCA - Clear All: Clears the number list.  As a side effect, blanks the screen. 

Byte 1 2 3 4 

Identifier CmdA CmdB CmdC RC 

Example O C A 0x01 



 Q: “OCA” 

 A: “OCA” 0x01 

 

OCM - Chime Momentary: Trigger the external/internal chimes for the programmed chime times. 

 Q: “OCM” 

 A: “OCM” 0x01 

 

ORB - Reboot - Reboots device, clearing all numbers 

 Q: “ORB” 

 A: None, reboots 

 

ORF - Factory Defaults - Resets all settings to factory defaults, including the MF pin number and WiFi connection. 

 Q: “ORB” 

 A: None, reboots 

 

Set Commands - CmdA = 'S' 

 

S+ - Add Number: Add number to the list.  Null terminate the string.  Max 6 digits plus terminator.  Zeroes will be 

suppressed. 

 Q: “S+ 12345” 

 A: “S+ “ 0x01 

  

S- - Delete Number: Remove number from the list.  Null terminate the string.  Zeroes will be suppressed. 

 Q: “S- 12345” 

 A: “S- ” 0x01 

 

SB – Set Brightness: Test set command to control display brightness.  Specified as a binary byte value with range 

from 1 to 100. 

 Q: “SB ” 0x32 

 

SO - Set Options. This is a direct binary copy of the options array.  +1 is added to each value before transmission and 

removed on receiving end.  Number of bytes in message = number of eprom options (currently 7). Saves to EPROM. 

 Q: “SO ” 0x02, 0x2B, etc 

 A: “SO ” 0x01 

 

SOT - Set Options Temporarily. This is a direct binary copy of the options array.  +1 is added to each value before 

transmission and removed on receiving end.  Number of bytes in message = number of eprom options (currently 7). 

 Q: “SOT” 0x02, 0x2B, etc 

 A: “SOT” 0x01 

 

SP - Set Pin: Change the password for this device. 

 Q: “SP ” 0x0C, 0x22 [pin ‘1234’] 

 A: “SP ” 0x01 

 

SRn - Set Raster: Test set command to show raster chars.  Also sets test mode. 

 Values for n: 

 '0'-Horizontal, '1'-Upper Vertical, '2'-Lower Vertical, '9'-Exit test mode 

 Q: “SR0” 

 A: “SR0” 0x01 



Configuration Commands 

Intro 

Used mainly on the USB channel to configure the display when the app WiFi config fails. 

If the WiFi module is not loaded, commands starting with “?W” will fail. 

 

Configuration Mode 

[Ethernet/WiFi] When the display is in "SoftAP" mode, any pin number will be allowed, so that all options may be set 

from the mobile app. 

 

Command Format 

Number format is in HEX, unless ASCII is denoted by the inclusion of single quotes. 

 

Config 'Get' Commands 

 

"?I_BSSD" - Access point filter. 

Responds: BSSID for access point. 

Notes: use FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF to disable BSSD. 
e.g. "?I_BSSD" -> “?I_BSSD4A:21:45:33:44:55" 

 

"?I_DHCP" – Is DHCP on/off? 

Responds: ‘0’=off, ‘1’=pending, ’2’=success 
e.g. "?I_DHCP" -> “?I_DHCP2" 

 

"?I_GATE" – Internal Gateway address, used by WiFi TCPIP stack 

Responds: string representation of gateway address in dotted format. 

If DHCP is on, returns the assigned address.  If DHCP is off, returns the static address. 
e.g. "?I_GATE" -> “?I_GATE192.168.1.1" 

 

"?I_IPAD" – Internal IP address, used by WiFi TCPIP stack. Also copied to WiFi module if DHCP off. 

Responds: string representation of IP address in dotted format. 

If DHCP is on, returns the assigned address.  If DHCP is off, returns the static address. 
e.g. "?I_IPAD" -> "?I_IPAD192.168.1.100" 

 

"?I_MAC_" – MAC address in memory.  May not be the same as “?W_MAC_”. 

Responds: ram copy of MAC address for our WiFi or Ethernet module. Module’s MAC address. 

Notes: before being read from the module, this defaults to: 00:04:A3:00:00:00. 
e.g. "?I_MAC_" -> “?I_MAC_00:04:A3:00:00:00" 

 

"?I_NETM" – Internal Netmask, used by WiFi TCPIP stack 

Responds: string representation of netmask in dotted format. 
e.g. "?I_NETM" -> “?I_NETM192.168.1.1" 

 

"?I_NETT" – Network Type.  Used when configuring WiFi module. 

ZentriOS doesn't store this.  It can only be determined when scanning for access points. For now always returns 1. 

Responds: ‘1’=Infrastructure, ‘2’=Adhoc, ’3’=P2P, ‘4’=SoftAP 
e.g. "?I_NETT" -> “?I_NETT1" 

 

"?I_PSK_" – WiFi Passphrase (32 Hex bytes) as 64 byte ASCII string 

Responds: if using passphrase, 64 byte passphrase. Otherwise, “-1” for error. 

e.g. "?I_PSK_" -> “?I_PSK_1A4521903B35849271B91A4521903B35849271B91A4521903B35849271B91234" 

NOTE: ZentriOS only returns the PSK if the user specifically connects with a PSK at setup. 

 

"?I_PWD_" – WiFi Password or PSK.   



Responds: password of 8-63chars, PSK of 64 HEX chars, or “-1” for error. 
e.g. "?I_PWD_" -> “?I_PWD_” 0x1A 0x45 0x21 0x90 0x3B 0x35… 

 

"?I_SCAN" - Number of scan results.  In Ad-Hoc mode: number of prescan results (limited to 25 entries). 

Responds: Signed integer as string. 

Notes: -100=scan error; -1=scan in progress(try again); 0…25=networks found. 
e.g. "?I_SCAN" -> "?I_SCAN7" 

 

"?I_SECM" – Security mode. 

Responds: 0=Open, 7=PSK, 8=Password. 

Notes: Transitions from 8->7 when PSK calculation complete. 
e.g. "?I_SECM" -> "?I_SECM7" 

 

"?I_SSID_" – Internal SSID, to be copied to WiFi when we connect. 

Responds: SSID name. 
e.g. "?I_SSID" -> “?I_SSIDoffice" 

 

"?I_WLV_" – WiFi version 

Responds: ZentriOS version 
e.g. "?I_WLV_" -> “?I_WLVZENTRI-AMW106_ZAP-3.2.0.12, 2016-09-30T05:47:51Z, 

ZentriOS-WZ-3.2.0.12, Board:AMW106-E03.3" 

 

"?M_DID_" - Get Device Name. 

Responds: device name. 

Notes: Netbios name field is always 16 chars: 15 chars followed by null byte.  Unused chars are set as spaces. 
e.g. "?M_DID_" -> "?M_DID_D4500A1B2C3D4E5" 

 

"?M_FIND" – Used to discover what UART a product is on.  Originally used on USB port. 

Responds: “1”. 
e.g. "?I_FIND" -> "?I_FIND1" 

 

"?M_FW__" – Product firmware version number. 

Responds: firmware version. 
e.g. "?M_FW__" -> "?M_FW__200" 

 

"?M_MODL" – Product model number. 

Responds: Product model. 
e.g. "?M_MODL" -> "?M_MODLD4500" 

 

"?M_PIN_" – Microframe PIN for TCPport access.  Similar to “SP ” operating command. 

Responds: pin as ASCII string. 
e.g. "?M_PIN_" -> "?M_PIN_1234" 

 

"?W_BSS_" - Get one scan result. 

Parameter: index of scan result to retrieve. 

Responds:  SSID – access point name 

   BSSID – 6 byte AP identifier 

   RSSI – Signal strength. Range for B: 106..200.  Range for G: 43..128.  G: < 65 loses connection. 

   NETTYPE – 1=Infrastructure, 2=Ad-hoc 

   CHAN – channel # of AP, typically 1,6,11 

   ENC – Enc: 0=none, 1=WEP, 2=WPA, 3=WPA2, 5=WPA/2 (Mixed Mode?) 

Notes: Use "?I_SCAN" to determine # of results to retrieve. 0-based index.  SSID can be up to 64 bytes. 



If an invalid index is specified, will now return a blank result set rather than “-100”. This keeps the receiving 

end from parsing incorrectly. 
e.g. "?W_BSS_0" -> "?W_BSS_office,00:1B:63:2B:23:99,75,1,4,3" 

 

 

"?W_BSSD" – BSSID of the access point we are currently connected to. 

Responds: AP identity. 
e.g. "?W_BSSD" -> "?W_BSSD4A:21:45:33:44:55" 

 

"?W_CON_" – WiFi Connection State. 

Responds: 1=NOT_CONNECTED 

   2=CONNECTION_IN_PROGRESS 

3=CONNECTED_INFRASTRUCTURE 

4=CONNECTED_ADHOC 

5=RECONNECTION_IN_PROGRESS 

6=CONNECTION_PERMANENTLY_LOST 

Notes: If in progress (2 or 5) then cannot start new connection or scan until complete or failed 
e.g. "?W_CON_" -> "?W_CON_3" 

 

"?W_MAC_" – WiFi MAC address. 

Responds: MAC address of WiFi module. 
e.g. "?W_MAC_" -> “?W_MAC_00:11:22:33:44:55" 

 

"?W_NETT" – WiFi module Network Type. 

Responds: ‘1’=Infrastructure, ‘2’=Adhoc, ’3’=P2P, ‘4’=SoftAP 
e.g. "?W_NETT" -> “?W_NETT1" 

 

"?W_SECU" – Combined command. Not recommended. 

Responds: WiFi security mode + comma + password or PSK.  PSK will be 32 hex bytes (256 bits) a 64 byte HEX 

string representation.  Password can be 8 to 63 ASCII chars. 
e.g. "?W_SECU" -> “?W_SECU7,321ASB4…" 

 

"?W_SSID_" – SSID that WiFi module will connect to. is connected to. 

Responds: SSID. 
e.g. "?W_SSID" -> “?W_SSIDoffice" 

 

"?W_VER_" – Firmware version of WiFi device.  

Responds: B or G then firmware. Deprecated. Returns blank result. 
e.g. "?W_VER_" -> “?W_VER_G,0x3103" 

 

Config 'Set' Commands 

USB Return Codes: 
CCom_RC_Failed  “0” 

CCom_RC_Success  “1” 

CCom_RC_Syntax “-1” Note: old firmware returned ‘9’ here 

Ethernet/WiFi  (These return codes are the same as the operation commands above.  Binary value.): 
PP_RC_SUCCESS 1 

PP_RC_BADPASS 100 

PP_RC_BADCMDA 101 

PP_RC_BADCMDB 102 

PP_RC_SYNTAX  103 

 

"*I_BSSD" - Set access point filter. 

CAUTION: ZentriOS note: Setting wlan.ssid clears wlan.bssid, so set wlan.ssid first, then set wlan.bssid 



Responds: Return Code. 

Notes: use FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF to disable BSSD.  Does not save the settings.  Use “W_CON_" to connect to WiFi and 

save settings. 
e.g. "*I_BSSD4A:21:45:33:44:55" -> "*I_BSSD1" 

 

"*I_DHCP" – Set DHCP on/off. ‘0’=off, ‘1’=on 

Responds: Return Code. 
e.g. "*I_DHCP0" -> “*I_DHCP1" 

 

"*I_GATE" – Internal Gateway address, used by WiFi TCPIP stack 

Responds: Return Code. 
e.g. "*I_GATE192.168.1.1" -> “*I_GATE1" 

 

"*I_IPAD" – Internal IP address, used by WiFi TCPIP stack. Also copied to WiFi module if DHCP off. 

Responds: Return Code. 
e.g. "*I_IPAD192.168.1.100" -> "*I_IPAD1" 

 

"*I_NETM" – Internal Netmask, used by WiFi TCPIP stack 

Responds: Return Code. 
e.g. "*I_NETM192.168.1.1" -> “*I_NETM1" 

 

"*I_NETT" – Network Type.  Used when configuring WiFi module.  ‘1’=Infrastructure, ‘2’=Adhoc, ’3’=P2P, 

‘4’=SoftAP Deprecated as ZentriOS doesn’t allow setting the network type. 

Responds: Return Code. 1 so that legacy code doesn’t fail. 
e.g. "*I_NETT4" -> “*I_NETT1" 

 

"*I_PSK_" – Set WiFi Passphrase.  Must be a string of 64 bytes.  Set SEC_M first. 

Responds: Return Code. 
e.g. “*I_PSK_1A4521903B35849271B91A4521903B35849271B91A4521903B35849271B91234" 

-> “*I_PSK_1” 

 

"*I_PWD_" – Set WiFi password or PSK (passphrase). PSK must be 32 hex bytes (256 bits) a string representation of 

64 HEX bytes.  Password can be 8 to 63 ASCII chars. 

Responds: Return Code. 

Notes: USB: PSK will fail if any of the bytes are 0x00.  Use new command I_PSK instead.  Also use “*I_SECM”. 

  Ethernet/WiFi: PSK is not supported.  If password is null ‘\0’, then security mode will be set to open, otherwise 

it will be set to WPA/WPA2. 

 
e.g. "*I_PWD_taco" -> "*I_PWD_1" 

 

"*I_SECM" – Security mode. 

Parameters: 0=Open, 7=PSK, 8=Password. 

Responds: Return Code. 1 

Notes: Transitions from 8->7 when PSK calculation complete. ZentriOS: Password is never converted to PSK.  
e.g. "*I_SECM8" -> "*I_SECM1" 

 

"*I_SSID" - Set SSID. 

Responds: Return Code. 

Notes: must not be blank.  To set the BSSID, use the USB config utility. 
e.g. "*I_SSIDoffice" -> "*I_SSID1" 

 

"*M_DID_" - Set Device Name. 

Responds: Return code 



Notes: must not be blank.  Limited to 15 chars + null.  Cannot contain spaces. 
e.g. "*M_DID_TheDeviceName" -> "*M_DID_1" 

 

"*M_FW__" – Set display’s product firmware version number.  This used by the Zentri module to push the firmware 

rev to the display controller. 

Responds: Return code 
e.g. "*M_FW__301" -> "*M_FW__1" 

 

"*M_FACT" – Reset to Factory Defaults. 

Responds: Return code, but may reboot before it can respond. 
e.g. "*M_FACT" -> "*M_FACT1" 

 

"*M_PIN_" - Set Device Pin. 

Responds: Return code 

Notes: recommend a pin other than the default of 0000. 
e.g. "*M_PIN_1234" -> "*M_PIN_1" 

 

"*M_RST_" – Reboot the Device 

Responds: Return code 

Notes: may reboot before a reply can be sent. If in Ad-Hoc mode, you will temporarily lose the “MicroframeSetup” 

network. 
e.g. "*M_RST_" -> "*M_RST_1" 

 

"*M_SAVE" – Forces an immediate save of settings 

Responds: Return code 

Notes: both ZentriOS settings and our program options are saved. 
e.g. "*M_SAVE" -> "*M_SAVE1" 

 

 

"*W_CON_" - Connect to WiFi network. 

Parameters: 0 for disconnect, 1 to start new connection attempt. 

Responds: Return Code. 

Notes: this will cause the device to reboot and connect with the new settings.  It is possible the device may reboot 

before it has a chance to reply.  This also sets the network to infrastructure and DHCP on. 
e.g. "*W_CON_" -> "*W_CON_1" 

 

"*W_PING" – Ping a server name or IP address 

Responds: Return code. [Previously this failed to acknowledge the command.] 

Notes: Later prints Ping response on USB port, so this doesn’t make sense over TCPIP.  If the app can communicate 

to the display to send this command, a PING isn’t required anyways. Ping result.  May take up to 8 seconds to 

respond. 
e.g. "*W_PINGwww.google.com" -> "*W_PING16ms" 

 

“*W_SCAN” – Start scan of WiFi network. 

Responds: Return Code.  “PP_RC_SUCCESS” or “PP_RC_BADCMDB” if failed to start scan. 

Notes: Does not work in Adhoc mode, so must be used while display is connected to an access point.  Intended as a 

diagnostic tool to see the signal strength of nearby access points.  Use "?I_SCAN" and "?W_BSS_" to retrieve results. 

 

 

Changelog 

 

2016.10.06 Rev 3.0 Modifications for ST’s SPW01 WiFi module.  This project was abandoned because the module 

doesn’t support all the functionality we need. 



 

2016.11.04 Rev 3.1 Modifications for new Zentri WiFi module. Changes must be minimal as this needs to be 

backwards compatible so the phone app doesn’t need modifications. 

 

2017.01.24 Rev 3.1 It has been discovered that the older firmware does not send NULLs in the UDP response, so the 

documentation has been updated. 

 

The following commands have changed: 

?I_NETT – ZentriOS does not return this information, so this command will always return 1 (Infrastructure). 

?I_PSK – ZentriOS does not return this info unless user specifically sets password that way. 

?I_PWD – If returning a PSK, it is now a ASCII string (HEX representation) of 64 bytes rather than the 32 binary 

bytes returned previously. 

?I_WLV_" Now returns the ZentriOS version rather than the Microchip WiFi version. 

"?W_CON_" ZentriOS does not return if Adhoc/Infrastructure network, or if this is a reconnect attempt.  Thus return 

codes 1-3 are kept, but 4-6 are dropped. 

?I_MAC_ will return the same info as W_MAC_ as ZentriOS does not allow the MAC address to be set. 

"?W_NETT" ZentriOS does not return if Adhoc/Infrastructure network, so this command will now always return 

“Infrastructure”. 

"?W_SECU" Now returns 64 HEX bytes for PSK instead of 32. 

"?W_VER_" This information is not returned by ZentriOS.  Use ?I_VER instead. 

"*I_NETT" ZentriOS does not allow setting the network type, so this command is deprecated. 

"*I_PWD_" Changed PSK requirement from 32 binary bytes to 64 byte string (HEX representation). 

*I_SECM" Deprecated as ZentriOS determines this based on the password length. Always returns success. 

"*W_CON_" The ‘0’ disconnect option has been removed. 

"*W_PING Now directly responds with the ping time. 


